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LEARNING BY DOING AT THE FARM  REFRESH  SCOTT BURTON: COLLECTED WRITINGS, 1950-1965

SUBJECT MATTER OF THE ARTIST: ROBERT GOODNOUGH, 1950-1965  WALDORF PANELS ON SCULPTURE (1965)
11. "Doing is what the farm is about," says Bruce Green, art major, who exchanges techniques with Yucatec potter. Friend Lisa Endig, sophomore, finds the farm a restful change from books and classes.

12. To other students, the farm is a great place to go to "unsramble your brain." Carolyn Auburn of Rochester, New York.
SCOTT BURTON
COLLECTED WRITINGS ON ART & PERFORMANCE 1965–1975
EDITED BY DAVID J. GETSY
Collective Actions:

AUDIENCE RECOLLECTIONS FROM THE FIRST FIVE YEARS, 1976-1981
ARTISTS’ BOARD BOOKS

A SUNNY DAY FOR FLOWERS

ANIMALS DREAMING

DUNES AT NOONS

FOOD FACE

MOUNTAIN OCEAN SUN
DISTRIBUTED TITLES

POST-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

REvolution as an Eternal DREAM

Self-Reliance Library

Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit

Half Letter Press

Temporary Services

Over 80 books about visionary architecture, desperate or wildly imaginative mobility, miniature buildings and nomadic living, self-publishing and design, skill sharing, everyday repair solutions, running a music venue, spaces for parenthood, toys and design for children, ecologically sound living, foraging, blueprints for fantasy worlds and alternate realities, pranks and mischief, technologies used in prisons and
2014/2015
UPCOMING TITLES

THE PLACE OF SCULPTURE IN DAILY LIFE (1895)
By Edmund Gosse
Edited by Martina Droth
Preface by David J. Getsy

STARTING FROM ‘I DON’T KNOW’
By Samuel P. Smith

DINER AND DRAWING
By Kelly Kaczynski

THE DYNAMIC LIBRARY: Organizing Knowledge at the Sitterwerk, Precedents and Possibilities
Edited by Ariane Roth & Marina Schütz